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problems, and the methods it uses to solve
certain arrangement problems. We conclude
with several examples of the capabilities
of GSP as an automated design and drafting
system.
This report is oriented toward
future users of later versions of GSP and
GSP-type systems, architects and designers.
Technical details of the internal operation
and structure of GSP have been presented
elsewhere. 2

This paper focuses on computer augmentation of some simple design tasks found in
every architectural office - the design and
contract specification of arrangements of
objects and equipment within a space. Examples of such tasks include stairwells,
restrooms, mechanical rooms, and kitchens.
This type of design is not considered creative, for it consists of a variation of a
standard design within a particular context.
Rather, it is an example of the "dogwork"
involved in realizing initial design conceptions.
A major portion of an architectural firm's time and effort is currently
expended on the production aspects of
design, of translating schematic design into
construction documents I .

Overview of the GSP System
GSP communicates with a designer in
two ways, through a teletype connected to a
time-shared computing system and through
a plotter connected with the same system.
(See Figure One.) All inputs made by the
designer are through the teletype.
A
language is provided within GSP for describing objects in two-dimensional form, and
the relations between objects.
The descriptions by the designer are checked and interpreted by the computer.
The designer can
verify them via graphical output on the
plotter.

General Space ~lanner* (GSP) is an
automated design, drafting, and problem solving system recently implemented on CarnegieMellon University's IBM 360/67 time-shared
computer that begins to explore how arrangement problems and other production aspects
of design can be either automated or augmented by the computer.
This paper describes
the current user interface of the GSP system,
its required inputs, modes of interaction,
and its outputs, and describes how GSP
solves several classes of drafting design
problems.
It should be emphasized that the
current version of GSP has been running for
only a short time and its full capability
is still being expanded.
Also, GSP has not
been developed as a production program for
practical applications.
Rather, it was
developed to explore in depth many of the
theoretical and practical problems inherent
in the development of such systems. We
expect later versions of GSP to have production efficiencies and characteristics.

FIGURE ONE - The GSP drafting
station.

In the following section is presented
an overview of the GSP system, its general
structure and modes of problem solving.
Following the next section are more detailed
descriptions of its techniques for representing objects, space, and design

GSP also incorporates a set of operators
that allow objects and spaces to be manipulated. Currently the user of GSP may utilize
these facilities in any or all of three
modes:
(i) as an interactive desi$n system;
the designer uses the operators to generate
arrangements according to his specifications
and manually calls the relations to evaluate them. Here GSP works as a semiautomatic drafting machine; (2) as a space

*GSP is written in FORTRAN IV, is made up of
approximately 1600 card images, and occupies
about 16K words of core storage.
Credit for
a significant portion of the programming of
this version of GSP goes to C. Yessios.
It
would not be in operation without his helpo
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by the previously input objects and space;
(d) solve the arrangement problem defined
by the previously input objects, spaces and
relations, or (e) interactively generate
arrangements and test relations.

packing system; the system arranges objects
in a space such that all are located in a
non-overlapping arrangement.
Relationships
are not considered in the generation of
arrangements, but may be manually called as
in the interactive design mode.
(This mode
also can solve jigsaw puzzles); (3) as an
automated design system;
here the location
operators, objects, and constraints are
automatically called by the problem solving
routines of the GSP system so as to result
in the efficient generation of an arrangement where all the currently defined relations are satisfied. After GSP has generated a solution, it must also be evaluated
by the designer.
If he does not approve,
the system will generate alternative
arrangements, if possible, which satisfy
the relations.
After using one or more of
these modes to generate an arrangement, the
user can call for a dimensioned orthographic
drawing of the arrangement from the plotter.

The user may utilize more than one
problem solving mode of the GSP system.
For example, he may define the location of
certain objects via the interactive design
mode, then call the automated design mode
to complete the arrangement.
Alternatively,
he may use the packing mode to generate
"random" arrangements, then test the
arrangements generated via the interactive
design mode. Or he may use the automated
design mode on a first pass at the problem,
evaluate its results, and on the basis of
re-evaluation, re-define some of the objects
and relations, He may choose to fix the
location of some objects. After these modifications, he may call the automated
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FIGURE TWO - Organization of the GSP system. Arrows designate accessability among
subsystems. Users exit from GSP through the Cu,~Land Level.
design system into operation again, to
locate the remaining unlocated objects."
Problem definition and solving may be iterated many times in the search for an arrangement that satisfies the many (possibly
contradictory) relations that the designer
has in mind. Combinations of the various
modes allow a variety of problem solving
styles to be accormuodated.

The organizational structure of GSP
is shown in Figure Two. Novice users have
the opportunity for instruction on the
system, while experienced users may move
iuuuediately to the Conmuand Level for problem
definition and solution.
The Command Level
allows the user to freely move between any
of five sub-systems. He may:
(a) define an
object or space and (b) define the relationships desired between objects and spaces.
After defining a problem with these two tasks
he may then proceed to one of the three problem solving modes as described previously.
He may:
(c) solve a packing problem defined

The Description of Objects and Spaces
In GSP, all objects and spaces are
specified in terms of areas and points.
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All spaces are represented as Available Space, and objects as a combination of
Solids and Use Space.
In order for GSP
to deal "intelligently" with the above different kinds of spaces, it has built into it
the rules concerning overlap shown in Figure
Three.
By an overlap, we mean two or more
kinds of space assigned to the same area. 3

The areas are of three types:
I. Available Space - which represents
empty areas that are available for receiving other types of spaces. An example of Available Space would be an
empty room;
2o Solids - which represent areas of
space occupied permanently or semipermanently.
Typical Solids are walls,
furniture, machinery, or landscaping;

Points are also represented on spaces
or objects to facilitate the defining of
relationships.
The locations of plumbing
or electrical outlets are examples where
points may be used. If visibility to other
areas is required of a person operating a
piece of equipment, the location of the
person also may be designated by a point, so
that the sightlines can be evaluated.
Each point on an object is given a reference
number.
The designer may also refer to
sides of an object when specifying relations.
This is allowed by assuming that the top
side of each shape described to GSP is numbered "one", the right side "two", and so on
in clockwise fashion. When an object is rotated, the system updates the location of
each side. Thus an object rotated 90 ° clockwise after it is described will have side
"one" on its right.

3. Use Spaces - which demark those
spaces used temporarily, such as a
access space, spaces required for the
swing of a door, or the space needed
to utilize a piece of equipment or
furniture. Examples of the different
areas, as they are used, are presented
in Figure Four.
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Two examples of the representation of
objects are shown in Figure Four. As can be
seen, a restriction of the GSP system is
that all areas must be described in terms of
rectangles.
The restriction is not too
serious, in that as many rectangles as necessary may be defined in adjacent fashion to
adequately describe a shape.
The specific
form of input is in terms of the dimensions
of each component rectangle.
For example,

-

FIGURE THREE - Decision table of the
overlap conditions possible and their
acceptability.
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FIGURE FOUR - Example inputs to the Shape Definition Subsystem of GSP.
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the refrigerator represented in Figure Four
(a) is made up of one Solid and three Use
Space rectangles.
The input for describing
Figure Four (a) is shown in Figure Four (b).
The Space Type symbol designates which of
the three types of space the rectangle is to
consist of, that is, Availabl~ Space (0),
Use Space (I), or Solids (2). ~

object A and object B that is at
least D units wide along its whole
lengtH, for access, use, or maintenance. No Solids may lie in this
path;
ORIENTATION (A,B,SB) - This relation
defines the orientation of object B
in respect to A. Specifically, the
side of object B denoted by SB,
(A number from one to four, as
described earlier) is to be oriented
toward object A.

All objects and spaces that are part
of a particular design problem are input to
GSP in the Space Definition Subsystem.
After attempting to solve an arrangement
problem, the user may return to the Space
Definition Subsystem to alter or otherwise
re-define shapes and spaces.

Each of these relations may also be
used in their negative form also.
Thus one
may wish to define that an object not be
visible from a certain point or that two
objects be greater than a certain distance
apart.

The Description of Relations
GSP incorporates a primitive language
in the Relation Definition subsystem for describing relations between objects.
Each
relation defined by the user is translated
into a test which the problem solving subsystems in GSP use to evaluate arrangements.
A relation is defined by a name designating
its type and a set of arguments, i.e.
qualifying variables, enclosed in parentheses. Currently, the GSP system incorporates five types of relations.
They are:

The above five relations were originally implemented because they seem to be
universal to almost all spatial arrangement
problems. Many other relations are required for particular applications.
The kinds
of relations that could be included in a
GSP-type system are open-ended; those required for particular applications can be
easily added to the current system.
For
instance, we are now developing a special
GSP package that includes drainage, cutand-fill, and vehicular flow relations and
special operators for site planning use.
Other relations are expected to be required
for applications to other specific problem
domains.

ADJACENCY (A,B,SB) - This relation specifies that object B must have all the
border of its SB side adjacent to a
side of object A. If A is a space,
rather than an object, this relation
requires that B be adjacent to one of
its borders;

Operators for Manipulating Objects
All of the GSP location operators
rely on two primitive operators for actually
placing and moving objects.
The first,
called TRANSLATE, places an object in a
space in a defined location.
The location is
specified by the X and Y coordinates of its
upper left corner.
TRANSLATE rejects those
locations given to it that violate the overlap conditions.
If the object is to be
rotated, this action is carried out by
ROTATE, the other primitive operator.
It
rotates objects or spaces in ninety degree
increments any number of positive or negative times in either direction.
(Thus
three positive rotations equal one negative
rotation.) While a human user will not
be likely to need more than two increments
of a rotation in either direction, the
automatic location operators, described
below, do.

DISTANCE (A,B,F,PTA,PTB) - This relation defines that Point Number PTA on
object A be less than F units away from
Point Number PTB on object B. PTA and
PTB are both optional arguments.
If
either one or both are omitted, distance
is measured from the center of the
object;
SIGHT (A,B,PTA, PTB) - This relation
defines that Point PTA on object A be
visible from Point PTB on object B;
no solid objects may lie in the space
directly between them.
If a point is
not defined for an object, the relation assumes that all of the object
facing the other object must be visible;
ACCESS (A,B,D) - This relation defines
that a pathway must exist between

In the interactive design mode, the
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user of GSP may directly call TRANSLATE and
ROTATE to form arrangements.
In the other
design modes, and sometimes in the interactive mode as well, it is desirable for
the s y s t e m t o search out and propose locations of its own. GSP accomplishes this by
incorporating routines that, when called,
select locations with certain characteristics and pass these to TRANSLATE (and if
need be ROTATE) which tries to place the
object in the computed location. If the
object cannot be located there, or if the
user or system call the routine again, it
will generate another location with the
specified characteristics. For each
routine, the locations generated and their
sequence of generation are well defined.

are defined after each operation changing
an object or space.
GSP incorporates three automatic location operators.
The first generates the
complete set of first order locations, and
the other two generate well-defined subsets.
Each operator sequentially generates another
location with appropriate properties each
time it is called. They return a new
arrangement of the specified space, with
the object placed in the next legal location
with the desired properties.
The three
automatic location operators and the properties of the locations they generate are:
i. SCAN - sequentially generates
complete set of first order locations.
It sequentially considers placing the
object in each of them and considers
the object in its four orientations.
SCAN is the most general automatic
location operator available to GSP;

Because a dimension can be divided in
infinitely many ways, there are an infinite
number of locations for most objects. In
reality, the infinite number need never be
considered; only a few have characteristics
that distinguish them and these are the
ones we wish GSP to consider. GSP relies
on a heuristic process that, for any
arrangement, selects a set of empty loca~
tions which are likely to include those
which satisfy design relations°

2. PERIMETER - This operator sequentially generates the subset of first
order locations for an object which
are adjacent to the wall of the space;
BOUNDARY
- sequentially generates
the subset of all first order locations
which are adjacent to an already located object.
3.

All locations considered by the GSP
automatic location operators can be characterized as a set. The set is defined as
follows. Decompose into rectangles the
unassigned Available Space ~n the current
arrangement, using the vertical and h o r i zontal edges of the space and objects in it
as cutting planes.
See Figure Five. We
call each rectangle thus formed an empty
domain. All locations where two sides of
the object align with two perpendicular
edges of an empty domain are considered
members of the location set. We call all
locations in this set the first order locations. They include all significant adjacent locations, all corner locations,
and all those at the corner of "zones"
within the total space. New empty domains

These operators allow the user of GSP to
partially define the characteristics of the
locations he wishes to consider for a particular object.
The locations generated by
any operator may be further evaluated by the
relation tests.
With the above described basic capabilities, a user can define spaces and objects
and in the interactive design mode, arrange
them and apply relations to the arrangements
that he has created.
As each operation is
carried out, he may ask for the resulting
arrangement, either in approximated form on
the teletype or more completely from the
plotter.
For any arrangement he has generated, he may call for and receive a fully
dimensioned plan from the plotter. One
example of the kind of results he may obtain is shown in Figure Six.
With extensions, such as quantity
take-offs, automatic sizing and analysis of
structural and mechanical systems, and easy
inclusion of written notes on the drawing,
this mode of operation may significantly
decrease the time and cost required for
producing contract documents.

FIGURE FIVE - In the twenty-four
locations shown, each object would
be considered in its four orientations.
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FIGURE SIX - Plotter output obtainable from GSP.
The Automatic Design Mode

in a manner that efficiently generates
arrangements that satisfy the relations.
Exhaustive enumeration and testing of the
assignment combinations is impossible for all
but the most trivial problems, even in this
restricted finite case.* The challenge,
then, is to define a procedure for generating assignments that very quickly generate
one or more arrangements that satisfy all
relations.
The decisions that define the
perturbation sequence and thus the efficiency
of design are:

In the interactive design mode, the
user completely controls every action
involved in g e n e r a t i n g a n arrangement.
A
potentially more significant contribution
of a computer-aided design and drafting
system would be for it to automatically
solve certain drafting and arrangement
problems.
This capability exists in GSP
in its automatic design mode.
In order for
GSP to solve arrangement problems it must
include methods of design problem solving.
The power of GSP's design methods determine
the efficiency and range of solutions it
considers.
Below, a general overview of
the problem solving methods now used in GSP
are outlined 5 •
GSP's automatic location operators
consider only a finite, though possibly
large, number of locations for any object.
Thus an arrangement problem is treated as
if it is combinatorial in nature; it requires the assigr~nent of a finite number of
objects to a finite number of locations such
that all specified relations are satisfied.
An arrangement consists of one assignment
for each object.
One or more of the possible assignment combinations may satisfy
the relations.
Design, then, is considered
as the perturbation of objects and locations

i.

the sequence in which objects a r e
added to the arrangement;

2.

the sequence of locations tried
for a particular object when it
is added to an arrangement;

3.

the sequence in which the relations are applied to test an
arrangement and when they are
applied;

* The placement of six equal sized objects in
a space twice their total area allows approximately 665,00 different arrangements. Current techniques allow evaluating them at a
speed less than ten per second.
Solving of
this simplest of problems then could take up
to sixteen hours if trying all combinations
was the design method used.
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Below is a plan of a mechanical room. Inside of it must be located the
slxmachines shown. You are to arrange the machines in the room so as
to satisfy the following rules:
a.

Machines 1 and 2 have control lights then long face.
long face must be visible from the door.

Their

b.

Machine 3 gives off sparks.
visible from the d o o r .

c.

Machines 1 and 3 are connected and must be less than two
feet apart.

d.

Mechlne 4 passes hot water to machines,5 and 2.
must be adjacent to them.

e.

Machines 2 and 6 are connected by a flexible cable and must
be less than 2'-6" apart.

f.

All machines must be accessible from the door with the
pathway being 2'-0" wide.

g.

All machines shall be located with a long side against a
wall.

Its long side should not be

Machine 4

[
6:0 n

f

f

'

f

7"
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F
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FIGURE SEVEN - Design Problem
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4.

when a location operator cannot
find a location, or when a relation
is tested and fails, the sequencing
rule which defines what object/
location combination is to be perturbed to allow further progress on
the problem.

which the four sequencing rules operate.
An inmnediate and important recognition
is that some relations can be evaluated
immediately upon placement of an object and
not be affected by other objects being
located. For example, DISTANCE, ADJACENT,
and ORIENTATION are not affected by the
location of objects other than the two that
are specified in the relation. Other relations between two objects, such as ACCESS
and SIGHT, may be affected by any object
that is added to the arrangement.
These
relations must be re-evaluated either after
each object is added to the arrangement or
after all objects have been located. We
call ADJACENT, DISTANCE, and ORIENTATION
local relations and all others available
to GSP as global relations.

Within the problem domain we are Considering, a method of design can be defined by
any set of rules that specify the above four
sequences. For example, the following four
rules would define the exhaustive enumberation or "morphological" design method6:
i.

sequence objects in an arbitrary but
fixed order;

ii.

sequence locations for each object
in any arbitrary and fixed order;

iii.

after all objects have been placed
by iterating rules (i) and (ii),
evaluate relations by applying
them to the arrangement in any
fixed order;

iv.

Another insight deals with the fourth
sequencing rule, required when the solution
process must "back up". If no satisfactory
location can be found for an object because
its relation to some other object cannot
be satisfied, then one way to alter the
effect of that relation is to move the
object already located to which that relation refers. If the relation is local,
this is the only operation which can lead
to an arrangement satisfying the relation.
Of course, if the object already located
cannot be moved, then there is no solution
to the problem. For global relations, this
operation is only one of several that can
be used to satisfy the relation.

when a relation fails, generate
the next location for the last
object placed in the arrangement.
When a location operator cannot find
a location, generate the next
location for the previously located
object, then try again the locations
for the current object.

The exhaustive enumeration or morphological approach eventually will consider
all possible arrangements.
Thus it will
find an acceptable solution, if one exists.
Its weakness is that it tries arrangements
in an arbitrary and fixed order regardless
of the relations to be satisfied; it ignores utilization of any sort of feedback
process for adjusting the sequence of
operations.

:eTa
locations

Given some design problem, such as the
arrangement problem shown in Figure Seven,
the reader should consider the decision
rules he thinks would be effective in generating a satisfactory solution. Our view
of the task of building an efficient automated designer has been to explicate in the
form of general rules the decision processes
that a good designer could utilize in solving arrangement problems and to specify
these in a form amenable to computer resolution.
In the following, we examine the
"structure" that exists in any arrangement
problem and how that "structure" may be
utilized to increase the intelligence by

locations satisfying relation one

locations
satisfying
relation two

locations satisfying relation two

FIGURE EIGHT(a)

FIGURE EIGHT(b)

Some relations are more restrictive
than others. If one object is located,
and it has a specified relation to another
that is not located, all locations for the
second object that satisfy the relation
form a set. See Figure Eight (a). Each
member of the set represents a location
satisfying the relation. Multiple relations
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between one unlocated object and several
other located ones will define multiple sets,
and the intersection of these sets are the
locations satisfying all the individual
relations.
The number of locations within
the intersection of the relation-defined
sets can be considered a measure of the
restriction placed on an object by its relation to other objects.

combine estimates of the number of locations
allowed by single relations probabilistically to determine the restrictiveness of all
relations on the locations of an object.

A theorem from combinatorial mathematics
states that the most efficient sequence for
applying boolean tests to determine the
acceptability of an entity is to apply_them
in decreasing order of restrictiveness 7.
Thus in applying the relations to evaluate
a particular location for an object, they
should be applied in decreasing order of
their restrictiveness as they apply to that
object (Sequencing Rule Number Three).
Similarly, in deciding which object should
be added to the arrangement next, (Sequencing Rule Number One), the theorem indicates
that choosing the unlocated object which is
most restricted, e.g. has the fewest allowable locations, is most efficient.

the example problem.

The sequence in which locations are
generated for an object (Sequence Rule Number
Two) can be varied by selecting different
location operators to produce trial locations.
In choosing a location operator, the
ideal choice would be one which generated a
set which exactly matched the set of locations defined by the intersection of all
relation sets. Since an exact match is not
usually possible, the second best choice is
to choose that operator which generates a
set of locations which includes all those
in the intersection set, with the least
number of other locations thrown in. Accordingly, GSP analyzes the relations for an
object and selects an operator which generates locations which satisfy as many of them
as possible.
Consideration of irrelevant
locations will then be minimized.

The computation of the number of locations allowed by any relation includes consideration of the relation type, and the
sizes of the two objects.
For instance, the
restriction of a distance relation is taken
as the area enclosed by a square whose side
is two times the acceptable distance minus
the size of the fixed object, the remainder
divided by the area of the unlocated object.
The value of this Restrictiveness Rating
is the estimated number of non-overlapping
locations possible for the unlocated object
which satisfy the relation.
Similar
Restrictiveness Ratings can be estimated for
each pair of objects connected by a
relation 8 .
Certainly, many other insights and
logical deductions are possible about the
efficiency of the four alternative sequencing rules listed earlier.
To date, the
above insights are the ones that we have
incorporated in GSP.
Because many of the
sequencing rules rely on analysis of the
restrictiveness of different relations
and the topological structure between
relations and objects, we call the method
of design which relies on the above insights Constraint Structured.

As the above discussion shows, many
logical efficiencies are possible in design
if we can characterize the set of locations
acceptable for an object with regards to a
particular relation.
Unfortunately, the only
means now available for generating this set
of locations is to sequentially try them and
test each against the relation.
It is precisely the time and expense of this operation
that we are trying to avoid.
It i s possible
to estimate the number of locations allowed
by a relation, without considering where the
locations actually are. All of the above
insights can also be utilized with this more
general information.
For instance, we can

It has been found that analyses taking
advantage of all the previously described
insights can be carried out on a single
model of the design problem when represented
in the form of a network.
Each spatial
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element specified for an arrangement
problem, e.g. objects and spaces, are nodes
in the network.
Since a relation partially
defines the arrangement between a pair of
spatial elements, it can be represented as
an edge between the appropriate nodes.
The
value of the edge is the restrictiveness of
that particular relation, as automatically
estimated by the GSP system. For example
the problem shown in Figure Seven has the
network of Restrictiveness Ratings shown
in Figure Nine.

two already located objects.)
PERIMETER was
used to generate locations which were tested
with the relations.
The placement shown in
Figure T e n (b) was approved.
The next
object selected was Number Two, which was
also placed using PERIMETER, in the location
shown in Figure Ten
(c). It was chosen
primarily because of its SIGHT relation to
the door.
The next object tried was Object
Four, which had locations generated with
BOUNDARY; Object Two was the second Argument.
It tried all locations adjacent to Object
TWo, testing each with the other applicable
relations; no location satisfied all of them.
GSP was forced to backtrack and relocated
Object Two in its next acceptable location.
GSP then tried again to locate Object Four
with BOUNDARY and this time succeeded as s
shown in Figure Ten
(d). Objects Five and
Six were then added in similar fashion to
result in the arrangement shown in Figure
Ten
(e). The total number of object moves
required to generate a satisfactory arrangement was twenty-six.
The corresponding
search using exhaustive enumeration would
require approximately eleven hundred object
moves.

The Performance of Constraint Structured
Planning
Constraint Structured Planning takes
advantage of many logical insights concerning the structure of a design problem
and incorporates feedback to make each of
the four sequencing decisions listed earlier.
All its decisions are adaptive; that is, the
decision concerning what to do next is based
on the current situation.
Long trial and
error searches are not used.
How does Constraint Structured Planning,
as incorporated in GSP, solve a particular
arrangement problem?
One problem we have
assigned it is the one shown in Figure Seven.
We first defined all the shapes and relations,
e.g., the six objects and the space. (The
space is made up of three rectangles.)
In
all, there were nineteen relations - two
ADJACENT between objects, six ADJACENT to the
space, three SIGHT, two DISTANCE, and six
ACCESS. We then engaged the automatic design mode in GSP.
It first analyzed all
objects in terms of their relations and determined which object was most restricted.
It determined that Object Three had the fewest locations available to it. It used the
PERIMETER automatic location operator to generate possible locations and tested each with
the NOT IN SIGHT relation.
It evaluated and
approved the location shown in Figure Ten
(a). The next object it selected was Object
Two; (it had DISTANCE, SIGHT, and ADJACENT
relations all applicable and was related to

a.

FIGURE T E N

The current output of GSP is a dimensioned orthographic drawing. An example is
shown in Figure Six. This arrangement was
created using GSP's interactive design m o d e .
Evaluation of the Current Capability of GSP
and Future Extensions
The expected eventual capability of GSP
is as an efficient interactive design tool
coupled with powerful automatic design and
analysis capabilities.
The restriction we
imposed on its design was that such a system
should operate effectively in a timeshared
environment without reliance on costly equipment. While the decision rules incorporated
in Constraint Structured Planning have
strong intuitive appeal~ rigorous analysis
of their capability has been only partially
completed.
It is too early to assess the
degree to which GSP achieves the objectives

b.

c.

d.

- The sequence of object moves made by GSP in solving the example problem.
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e.

the outset of a problem, the designer has
only a general idea of what is required.
He
has available the information provided him
by the client, the Design Chief or other
supervisor, plus general information generally known to all designers.
The generally
known information covers such things as the
clearances and sizes of different objects
and what relations an arrangement should
possess, He has information about how each
aspect of the design is commonly used.
Often he has available a variety of physical
elements that all serve the same purposes
such as the different types of railings for
a stairway.
He must select from these
roughly equivalent objects and arrange them
in such a way that all relations are satisfied.

set for it.
Clearly much work remains to be done.
Expansion of the existing problem domain is
required.
Some methods for specifying variably shaped objects and modifying them t o
satisfy shape constraints have been explored
by Yessios and will be incorporated into GSP
in later versions 9. The ability to define
a hierarchy of problems - of the relations
between buildings on a site, of major spaces
within buildings, and of equipment within a
single space - should all be possible.
Automatic techniques for contributing to a
hierarchy of arrangement tasks eventually
should be possible.
Currently, all objects are input to GSP
each time they are used in defining a problem. We recognize that most objects defined
for a problem are prototypical; one should
be able to specify a "42" stove" or a "3'0"
door with a clockwise swing" and have available a template for automatically generating
the required shape information.
Needed is a
large dictionary of standard objects that
may be stored and called into the system
whenever they are needed.

Besides the task of generating an
arrangement that satisfies all the relations
he also has the task of "jogging" his own
memory so that he can recall all the relations that are potentially relevant.
Thus
at the beginning of design, he is aware of
only some of them, and while he designs,
his deliberations allow him to recall others.
While he solves the problem he poses for himself, he also re-defines his problem.
Thus
a system which imposes on the designer a
single iteration design process is never
likely to be adequate.
An iterative method
facilitates not only the designer's effort,
but all others who also are involved.
For
example, clients use the early sketches to
aid them in defining new relations that
should be satisfied in the design.
Important psychological reasons for this iterative
process of relation identification exist and
have been reported elsewhere 12. Eventually,
arrangements are proposed that do not evoke
any new relations to be resolved and which
satisfy existing relations.
When this
occurs, the designer says that he has a
"solution".

An awkward restriction of the internal
data structure is that it allows only
rectilinear forms. At the time of the
initial development of GSP, it seemed too
difficult to develop both an efficient representational system for space planning allowing irregular shapes and at the same time
explore heuristic search methods for solving
spatial arrangement problems.
We chose to
emphasize development of heuristic methods
and to rely on existing techniques for
representing and manipulating objects.
Recently, many of the representational problems have been solved. A thesis by Charles
Pfeffercorn at Carnegie-Mellon University
describes a computer program which can
accept any regular shaped object, rotate it
to any angle and solve simple arrangement
P roblemsl0. Thus later versions of GSP and
other efforts in automated space planning
can build Upon this work.
Conclusion:
Process

This same process can also be considered as a particular form of optimization.
Each iteration of the problem solving process is the search for a feasible solution.
Optimization takes place during iterations
of the search sequence.
When the initial
set of constraints results in a trivial
search, either new constraints are added or
old constraints are replaced with new more
restrictive ones. Conversely, when a
current problem formulation seems intractable, that is, when a feasible solution
cannot be found, the constraints are relaxed. Optimization takes the form of iteratively modifying the problem definition
until an appropriate balance between tractability and quality of results is achieved.

GSP as a Theory of The Design

Behind the various modes of interaction
available in GSP is a general theory of the
design process.
This theory has evolved
from a series of psychological studies,
undertaken by the author over the last five
years, dealing with processes used by
designers to solve arrangement problemsll.
In general,

the theory assumes that at
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assigning multiple temporary functions
to a single space. The GSP overlap
rules follow the same Practice by allowing overlaps of Use Space.

Thus the effort to solve a particular formulation plays an important role in determining what the final solution will be.
The man-machine interface of GSP has
been designed to facilitate the iterative
development of a problem formulation within
the designer and for solving the problem
within a machine augmented environment.
Exploration of the current version of GSP
coupled with its evolutionary development
is expected to lead to general design
systems that achieve for the architect the
capability of producing better designs and
contract documents at a lower price and to
encourage more thoughtful design while doing
so.

4.

The notation presented is the input
language by which the user defines
shapes to GSP. It translates these
into equivalent representations in the
form of variable domain arrays, as
described in C. M. Eastman, "Representations for Space Planning", Communications of the Association for Computing
Machinery, 13:4 (April, 1970) pp 242250.

5.

For a technical description of GSP's
problem solving methods, see Eastman,
op. cit (1971).

6.

Exhaustive enumeration is called generate-and-test by Newell and described in
Allen Newell, "Heuristic Programming:
All-Structured Problems, J. Aronofsky
(ed.) Progress in Operations Research,
Vol. III, John Wiley, N. Y. 1969. As
a design method generate-and-test has
been analyzed in: C. M. Eastman
"Problem Solving Strategies for Space
Planning" EDRA I: Proceedings of the
Environmental Design Research Association Conference, H. Sanoff and S. Cohn
(eds.), Published by the School of
Design, North Carolina State University,
1969. Norris has used the term
"morphological", which was coined by
Zwicky, to describe the exhaustive
enumeration design method.
See:
K. W. Norris, "The Morphological
Approach to Engineering Design",
S. C. Jones and D. G. Thornley (eds.)
Conference on Design Methods, Macmillan Co., N. Y. 1963.

7.

See: James Slagle "An Efficient Algorithm for Finding Certain Minimum Cost
Procedures for Making Binary Relations"
Journal of Association for Computing
Machinery, 1964, pp 253 - 264.

8.

For a listing of all the formulas now
used in Computing the Restrictiveness
Ratings, see Eastman, op. cir. 1971.

9.

Christos Yessios, "Formal Languages for
Space Planning" unpublished paper,
SUPA and Architecture, Carnegie-Mellon
University, December 1970.

i0.

Charles Pfeffercorn, "A Design Problem
Solver" unpublished ph.d. thesis,
Dept. of Computer Science, Carnegie-

Notes
i.

The breakdown of expenses recommended
by the AIA are: schematic design 15%;
design development 20%; construction
documents 40%; review of bids 5%; and
construction supervision 20%. See:
AIA Handbook of Architectural Practice,
the Octogon, Washington, D. C. In
reality production of Construction
Documents for architectural work averages about 45% and for engineering
71% of expenses.
See: "The Economics
of Architectural Practice" Report by
the American Institute of Architects,
Washington, D. C. 1968.

2.

Two reports provide technical descriptions of GSP: C. Eastman, "Preliminary
Report on a Language for General Space
Planning", Institute of Physical Planning Research Report No. 13. (November,
1970) Carnegie-Mellon University,
and C. Eastman "Heuristic Algorithms
for Automated Space Planning", Proceedings Second International Joint
Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
September 5 - 8, 1971, London, England
(accepted for presentation).

3.

The spatial arrangement problem can be
considered a scheduling problem involving the assignment of functions to areas
of space over time. Little information
is usually available concerning the
scheduling of most temporary uses of
space. Where such information is lacking, designers approximate scheduling
by ignoring time as a dimension and
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Mellon University, Pittsburgh, May,1971.
ii. See: C. M. Eastman, "On the Analysis
of Intuitive Design Processes",
Emersin~ Methods of Environmental Design and Plannin~, G. Moore (ed.)
M.I.T. Press, (1970); S. M. Eastman,
"Cognitive Processes and Ill-Defined
Problems: A Case Study from Design",
Joint International Conference on
Artificial Intelligence, D. Walker
and L. Norton (eds.), Washington,
D. C., May 7-9, 1969; and C. M.
Eastman, "Explorations in the Cognitive Processes of Design", Dept.
of Computer Science, Carnegie-Mellon
University ARPA Report, Defense
Documentation Report No. AD 671158,
(1968).
12. C. M. Eastman, op. cit (1969).
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